
1. Introduction

Due to advances in sensor technology, it is now

possible to acquire high-spatial resolution data of less

than or equal to 1m resolution. Remotely-sensed

high-spatial resolution images provide valuable

information on the detailed structure of ground

surface. Many conventional image processing

techniques used in remote sensing are designed to

analyze image data “pixel by pixel.” However, these

techniques are not often capable of extracting the

desired information especially from high-spatial

resolution data which have the high-frequency

components. Object-based approaches have been

proposed for remotely-sensed image analysis

(Blaschke, 2005; Jensen, 2005) and are now making

considerable progress in extracting spatially explicit

information. Blaschke (2009) presented a

comprehensive overview of object-based image

analysis. Object-based methods analyze image data

“segment by segment.” Image segments are

generated through an “image segmentation”

procedure, which is the process of partitioning an

image into non-intersecting regions such that each

region is homogeneous and the union of any two

adjacent regions is not homogeneous (Fu and Mui,

1981; Pal and Pal, 1993).

Image segmentation algorithms can be divided into
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four methods (Cheng et al., 2001): 1) histogram

thresholding, 2) image feature-space clustering, 3)

region-based, and 4) edge-based. The histogram

thresholding method is a simple and widely used

technique for segmenting monochrome images (Mao

and Jain, 1992; Hofmann et al., 1998). An image is

segmented using several threshold values selected

through image histogram inspection either manually

or automatically. The image feature-space clustering

method is a multi-dimensional extension of the

concept of histogram thresholding, and it segments an

image by grouping similar vectors (pixels) into one

segment (Hall et al., 1992). Image clustering and

histogram thresholding methods have disadvantages,

including the fact that they do not incorporate the

spatial characteristics of image data. On the other

hand, region-based image segmentation approaches,

including region growing, region splitting, region

merging, or their combinations, group spatially

connected pixels into homogeneous segments. The

major advantage of the region-based methods is that

segments are guaranteed to be homogeneous

spatially. Image segments can also be obtained

through the detection of edges associated with

regions. An edge-based segmentation first detects

edges within an image, and then applies additional

steps to produce a closed curve or boundary to

complete the segment (Haralick and Shapiro, 1985;

Cheng et al., 2001; Shih and Cheng, 2005).

Lee (2006) suggested a regional growing

segmentation based on regional adjacency graph

(RAG) (1980), which merges spatially adjacent

regions and then generates an image partition such

that no union of any neighboring segments is uniform

The merging procedure performs the search to find

the best pair to be merged among the mutual closest

neighbor (MCN) pairs and updates the structure of

RAG for the new MCN pairs at every iteration. The

algorithm searches the set of MCN Pairs using the

data structures Min-Heap (vanWyk, 1988). This

approach employs a multi-window strategy of

boundary blocking operation for computational

efficiency. This study proposed a RAG-based

segmentation utilizing a feature vector including

directional neighbor-line averages to improve

segmentation configuration.

2. RAG -Based MCN Merging

The computational efficiency of region merging is

mainly dependent on how to find the best pair to be

merged. Let In = {1, 2, …, n} be an index set of

pixels of a sample image, JM = {1, 2, …, M} be an

index set of regions associated with GJ = {Gj⊆In Ω j

⊆JM} that is a partition of In, RJ = {Rj⊆In Ω j⊆JM},

be a region neighborhood system such that Rj is the

index set of neighborhood regions of region j. The

closest neighbor of region j is defined as

CN(j) = arg mink∈Rj
d(j, k) (1)

where d(j,k) is the dissimilarity measure between

regions j and k, and Rj is the index set of regions

considered to be merged with region j. The pair of

regions is then defined as MCN iff k = CN(j) and j =

CN(k).

In the adjacency graph (ref: Fig. 1), each region is

represented by a graph node and there exists the edge

between two nodes if the corresponding regions are

neighboring. A merging cost is assigned to each edge

as dissimilarity measure between two neighboring

regions. The RAG-based algorithm merges the

regions connected by the edge with the minimum

cost, which must be a MCN. In the RAG-based

merging algorithms, the edge cost is conventionally

defined as

Cedge(j, k) = d(j, k) = Mj∪k
_ (Mj + Mk) (2)
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where Mj is the Mahalanobis distance associated with

Node (or region) j:

Mj = (xi
_ x

_
j)T Sj

_1 (xi
_ x

_
j) and x

_
j = xi. (3)

where xi is the intensity vector of pixel i, Sj and nj are

the co-variance matrix and pixel’s number of region j.

Under the assumption that all the regions have a

uniform variance, the co-variance matrix was

estimated using a 3×3 window:

Ŝ = (xi
_ x

_
k)T(xi

_ x
_

k) and x
_

j = xj (4)

where Wk
9 is an index set of 9 pixels in the window

centered at pixel k.

Lee (2006) used a data structure of Min-Heap (van

Wyk, 1988) for a MCN-based image classification to

search the best pair in the present set of MCN pairs,

that is, to find the edge with the minimum cost in the

RAG. The proposed algorithm continues to search a

pair to be merged with a Min-Heap structure and

update the RAG according to merging at each

iteration and stops the iteration for a given condition.

It is difficult to define an appropriate measure of

homogeneity to establish a rule for the optimal

number of regions in segmentation. The model fitting

approaches using information criteria which measure

the trade-off between the likelihood and the penalty

for increasing the model’s order have been applied

for cluster validation in image analysis (Won and

Derin, 1992). The Lee’s region-growing segmentation

procedures (Lee, 2004, 2006) use the criterion of

selecting the optimal state that maximizes Schwarz’s

information criterion (Schwarz, 1978).

3. Directional Neighbor-line Average
Feature

The 8 directional neighbor-line averages are

defined as

z(i,j)
east = x(i,j+k)

z(i,j)
wast = x(i,j_k)

z(i,j)
south = x(i+k,j)

z(i,j)
north = x(i_k,j)

(5)

z(i,j)
seast = x(i+k,j+k)

z(i,j)
swest = x(i+k,j_k)

z(i,j)
neast = x(i_k,j+k)

z(i,j)
nwest = x(i_k,j_k)

where x(i,j) is the intensity vector of pixel (i, j) and

NLlength is the length of neighbor-line (ref: Fig. 2).

The proposed directional neighbor-line average

feature vector (DNLAFV) of pixel (i, j) is a vector of
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Fig. 1.  Examples of RAG.

RAG of 1st Order
Neighbor System

Initial Image Image of 6 Regions

RAG of 2nd Order
Neighbor System



9×(number of spectral bands) defined as

v(i, j) =                  = (6)

The merging cost proposed in this study is defined as

Cedge(j, k) = dNL
(i) (j, k) (7)

where nmerge≤9 is the merging coefficient order

corresponding to the number of direction lines used

for merging, dNL
dir(j, k) is the dissimilarity measure

computed in Eq. (2) using v(i,j)
dir instead of x(i,j) between

regions j and k in direction dir, and dNL
(i) (j, k) is the ith

largest value of 9 dNL
dir(j, k) s.

Consider two adjacent pixels which are located in a

horizontal boundary and belong to different regions.

These pixels should be grouped into different

segments. To prevent from merging them, the

dissimilarity measure using only horizontal

(westward and eastward) neighbor line averages

would be best. Because the horizontal lines do not

cross the boundary, the feature components of the

horizontal directions are computed only with the

values of pixels belonging to the same region, and the

merging costs associated with these directions are

expected to be greater than the costs associated with

any combination of directions. It gives rise to choose

a number of directions associated with the largest

values of dNL
dir(j, k).

4. Experiments

The proposed segmentation method of DNLAFV

was first evaluated using simulation data generated

by the Monte Carlo method. The 8-bit simulation

images of 3 bands were generated using two different

patterns by adding white Gaussian noise, whose

variance is pixel-independent and region-dependent.

In order to represent varying noise levels in the

simulation images, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is

defined as the ratio of the smallest intensity-level

difference to the average noise standard deviation.

For computational convenience, the SNR values are

the same for all bands, the variances of all region-

classes are identical, and the differences between

contiguous magnitude levels in mean intensity are

constant. The simulation experiments used nmerge = 3

and NLlength = 1, 2, 3. For the purpose of evaluation,

the classification error rates are computed using the

RAG-based hierarchical clustering scheme of Lee

(2006). Fig. 3 shows a patch pattern of 5 classes and a

simulation image of SNR = 1.0. Fig. 4 and Table 1

contain the classification images and errors using the

4 different segmentation results. The segmentations

of DNLAFV produced better partition resulting in

better classification. As shown in Table 1, a longer

neighbor line length can improve the performance for

noisy imagery. The classification images and errors

of City pattern shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2 lead to the

same conclusion. In the figures, OC means

“Observation Cedge” and corresponds to NLlength = 0.

Fig. 5 also illustrates the segmentation results of sub-

area corresponding to the square area in the pattern

image. The DNLAFV produced the segments which

nmerge

S
i=1
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Fig. 2.  Directional neighbor lines of length 2.



can compose the associated region with correct

shape, but the segmentation of OC failed in it as

shown in the results marked by the circles in the

figure.

The methodology was next applied to IKONOS

data acquired from north area of Anyang city, Korea.

Fig. 6 displayed the panchromatic image of 1m

resolution of the experimental area. The segmentation

results of DNLAFV using various values of nmerge

and NLlength were compared to the result of OC. Fig.

7 shows the results for the area which have large

rectangular shapes. In the result of OC, the
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Fig. 3.  Patch pattern of 5 classes and simulation image of
SNR = 1.0 (Left image is sub-area of right bottom
simulation image).

Fig. 5.  Comparison of segmentation and classification results
for city pattern: right side - City pattern (top), classified
images of OC (middle) and NLlength = 2 (bottom), left
side (sub-area of square of right top) _ simulation data
of SNR = 1.0, segmented images of OC (middle) and
NLlength = 2 (bottom).

Fig. 4.  Classification results for Patch pattern noisy data of
SNR = 1.0.

OC NLlength = 1

NLlength = 3NLlength = 2

Table 1.  Classification errors using 4 segmentation results for
patch pattern simulation data

SNR ObservationDNLAFV Cedge
Cedge NLlength = 1 NLlength = 2 NLlength = 3

1.0 0.2798 0.0952 0.0370 0.0343

1.5 0.0742 0.0207 0.0167 0.0194

2.0 0.0262 0.0095 0.0105 0.0145

SNR Observation DNLAFV Cedge

Cedge NLlength = 1 NLlength = 2 NLlength = 3

Table 2.  Classification errors using 4 segmentation results for
city pattern simulation data

SNR Observation DNLAFV

1.0 0.1497 0.0130 0.0069 0.0081

1.5 0.0121 0.0027 0.0028 0.0045

2.0 0.0027 0.0012 0.0016 0.0027

SNR Observation DNLAFV Cedge

Cedge NLlength = 1 NLlength = 2 NLlength = 3



rectangular shapes were partitioned into several

segments, while the DNLAFV segmented the shapes

as individual objects. A large merging coefficient

order of DNLAFV produced a little better

segmentation with partially more correct

configuration exampled in the circles. However, the

order close to the maximum number of 9 would not

generate better results. The segmentation results of

the area including some small narrow shapes and a

big road are contained in Fig. 8. The OC and

DNLAFV of NLlength = 1 succeeded in finding the

small narrow objects, while the DNLAFVA of

NLlength = 3 failed in capturing one of them.

However, the OC failed in segmenting the road as

one object, and the segments had more regularized

form with the longer line length, especially for the

road. Fig. 9 displays a residential area including

houses of similar size. It indicates that using a long
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Fig. 6.  IKONOS panchromatic image of 1m resolution acquired from north area of Anyang city, Korea.
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Fig. 7.  Segmentation results of area A in Fig. 6.

Observation

nmerge = 1 NLlength = 2 nmerge = 4 NLlength = 2

OC

Fig. 8.  Segmentation results of area B in Fig. 6.

Observation

nmerge = 4 NLlength = 1 nmerge = 4 NLlength = 3

OC
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Fig. 9.  Fig. 7. Segmentation results of area C in Fig. 6.

Observation

nmerge = 4 NLlength = 1 nmerge = 4 NLlength = 3

OC

Fig. 10.  Segmentation results of area D in Fig. 6.

Observation

nmerge = 4 NLlength = 1 nmerge = 4 NLlength = 3

OC



line length in the DNLAFV segmentation is likely to

miss some detailed structures existed in the observed

scene as marked in the circles, although the

DNLAFV produces the segments of regularized

form. Finally, the results of the area having a complex

circular shape are displayed in Fig. 10. As shown in

the results of Fig. 8, both the OC and DNLAFV of

NLlength = 1 captured the circle shape, but the

segmentation of DNLAFV of NLlength = 3 does not

well represent the complex structure.

5. Conclusion

Object-based image analysis has been successful of

extracting spatially explicit information especially

from high-spatial resolution data in many remote

sensing applications. Image objects of high quality

have to be produced via an image segmentation

process for successful object-based analysis. This

study proposed to use the feature vector of directional

neighbor line averages for the segmentation of RAG-

based MCN merging. The feature vector consists of 9

components which are observation and 8 directional

averages. Each directional average is the average of

the pixel values along the neighbor line for a given

neighbor line length at each direction. The merging

coefficients of the segmentation process use a part of

the feature components according to a given merging

coefficient order. Using a large merging coefficient

order can produce a little better segmentation with

more correct configuration in comparison with using

a small order, but the order close to the maximum

number of 9 is not recommended. The suggested

order is from 2 to 5. The segmentation with a longer

neighbor line length can produce the segments of

more regularized form. However, using a long

neighbor line is likely to fail in capturing some

detailed structures existed in the observed scene due

to the smoothing effect. The line length should be

selected with an appropriate number according to the

structure of target scene. The extensive experiments

indicate that the MCN merging method using the

proposed feature vector is exceptionally capable of

providing the segments of high quality for successful

object-based image analysis in remote sensing

applications.
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